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Turn an iPhone or iPod Touch into a Shoot-Em-Up Gun
Published on 03/02/09
Damabia, in association with RnSK Softronics, today announce Bang!Bang! for iPhone and
iPod Touch. Remember when you were a kid and played cops and robbers? Experience the
sweet
release you can only get from firing a finely crafted firearm - a firearm so smooth and
well-balanced it feels like an extension of your own hand. And save money on ammunition Bang!Bang! uses no actual bullets.
Paris, France Remember when you were a kid and played cops and robbers? Damabia, in
association with RnSK Softronics, let you experience it again in a whole new way with
Bang!Bang!. Experience the sweet release you can only get from firing a finely crafted
firearm - a firearm so smooth and well-balanced it feels like an extension of your own
hand. And save money on ammunition - Bang!Bang! uses no actual bullets.
Jean-Paul Florencio, CEO of Damabia, is ecstatic about these new program. "What better fun
can you have than to shoot all your friends, and not hurt them? With Bang!Bang!, you can
play cops and robbers, even if you're grown up."
Feature Highlights:
* Natural Motion-Controlled Firing and Reload Action
* Beautiful Graphics and Smooth Animations
* Cinema quality effects sourced from Oscar-Winning Sound Designers
* Lefty flip so southpaws don't shoot themselves accidentally
* Light weight - no heavier than an iPod Touch or iPhone
* Reduced recoil - just a comfortable vibration when fired
* Optional silencer for stealth operation
Bang!Bang! Like Cops and Robbers... with style.
Languages:
* English
Requirements:
* Compatible with iPhone and iPod Touch v2
* Requires iPhone 2.1 Software Update
Pricing and Availability:
Bang!Bang! is only $1.99 (USD) and available exclusively through Apple's App Store.
Damabia:
http://www.damabia.com/en/
Bang!Bang!:
http://www.damabia.com/en/products/bang-bang.html
Download and Purchase:
http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=305558444&mt=8
Screenshot:
http://www.damabia.com/en/products/bang-bang.html
Screenshot/App Icon:
http://www.damabia.com/en/products/bang-bang.html
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Damabia's ambition is to provide a wide range of software for the Mac and for the iPhone:
programs with new, unique functions, intuitive usability and distinctive interfaces.
Copyright 2009 Damabia. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are
registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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